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Abstract

Pseudo-independent (PI) models are a special class of probabilistic domain model (PDM) where a
set of marginally independent domain variables shows collective dependency, a special type of depen-
dency associated with the scope of a set of variables in a probabilistic domain. Due to this property,
common probabilistic learning methods based on a single-link lookahead search cannot learn PI
models. To learn PI models, a learning algorithm should be equipped with a search with its scope
beyond a single link, which is called a multi-link lookahead search. An improved result can be
obtained by incorporating model complexity into a scoring metric to explicitly trade off model accu-
racy for complexity and vice versa during selection of the best model among candidates at each
learning step. To implement this scoring metric for learning PI models, the complexity formula
for every class of PI models is required. Previous studies found the complexity formula for full PI

models, one of the three major types of PI models (the other two are partial and mixed PI models).
This study presents the complexity formula for atomic partial PI models, partial PI models that con-
tain no embedded PI submodels. This paper shows the complexity can be acquired by arithmetic
operation with the cardinality of the space of domain variables in an atomic partial PI model.
The new formula provides the basis for further characterizing the complexity of non-atomic PI mod-

els, which contain embedded PI submodels in their domains.
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1. Introduction

Learning probabilistic networks [1–4] has been an active area of research recently. The
task of learning such networks is NP-hard [5]. Therefore, learning algorithms use a heu-
ristic search, and a common search heuristic is a single-link lookahead which generates
network structures that differ by a single link at each level of the search.

Pseudo-independent (PI) models [6] are a class of probabilistic domain models where a
group of marginally independent variables displays collective dependency. PI models can
be classified into three types: full, partial, and mixed PI models based on the pattern of
marginal independency and the range of collective dependency. The most restrictive type
is full PI model where every proper subset of variables is marginally independent. This
restriction is relaxed in partial PI models where every proper subset of variables is not nec-
essarily marginally independent. While, in full or partial PI models, all variables in the
domain are collectively dependent, this is not the case in mixed PI models where only
proper subsets, called embedded PI subdomains, of variables are collectively dependent.
In mixed PI models, however, the marginal independency pattern of each embedded PI
subdomain is that of either a full or a partial PI model.

PI models cannot be learned by a single-link lookahead search, which cannot recover
underlying collective dependency. Incorrectly learned models introduce silent errors when
used for decision making. To learn PI models, a more sophisticated search method called
multi-link lookahead [7] should be used. It was implemented in a learning algorithm called
RML [8]. The algorithm is equipped with the Kullback–Leibler cross entropy as the scor-
ing metric for the score of the goodness-of-fit to data, or model accuracy.

The scoring metric of the learning algorithm can be improved by combining the cross
entropy with a measure of model complexity. A simple way of combination is a weighted
sum of the two measures, but other alternatives such as using logarithm functions are also
possible. By using such a scoring metric, between two models of the same accuracy that
can be measured by cross entropy, the one with lesser complexity gives a higher score
and will be preferred. The focus of this paper is on the assessment of model complexity.

Model complexity is defined by the number of parameters required to fully specify a
probabilistic domain model. In previous work [9], a formula was presented for estimating
the number of parameters in full PI models, one of the three types of PI models (the other
two are partial and mixed PI models). However, the formula was very complex, and did not
show the structural dependence relationships among parameters. The new concise formula
for full PI models was recently presented [10] using a JPD hypercube [11], a hyper-dimen-
sional extension of a JPD table for visualizing the dependency relations among parameters.

In this study, we present the model complexity formula for atomic partial PI models, a
class of partial PI model that contains no embedded PI submodels. Atomic partial PI
models are the building blocks of mixed PI models. This new formula is simple in form,
and provides insight into the structural dependency relationship among parameters of par-
tial PI models. Furthermore, the previous complexity formula for full PI models is inte-
grated into this new formula. In other words, substituted with the conditions of full PI
models, the new formula is reduced to the previous formula for full PI models; this con-
firms that full PI models are a special case of partial PI model whose partition blocks are
all singleton. In addition, the new formula provides the basis for further characterizing the
complexity of mixed PI models. We apply the hypercube method to show how the com-
plexity of partial PI models is acquired from the spaces of variables.
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2. Background

Let V be a set of n discrete variables X1, . . . ,Xn—in what follows we will focus on
domains of finite and discrete variables. Each variable Xi has a finite space
Si ¼ fxi;1; xi;2; . . . ; xi;Dig of cardinality Di. The space of a set V of variables is defined by
the Cartesian product of the space of every variable in V, that is, SV = S1 · � � � · Sn (orQ

iSi). Thus, SV consists of tuples of all possible combinations in values of variables in
V. Each tuple is called a configuration of V, denoted by (x1, . . . ,xn).

Let P(Xi) denote the probability function over Xi and P(xi) denote the probability value
P(Xi = xi). The following axiom of probability [12] is called the total probability law:

Definition 1 (Total probability law). For any variables Xi with its finite space
Si ¼ fxi;1; xi;2; . . . ; xi;Dig of cardinality Di,

P ðSiÞ ¼ Pðxi;1Þ þ P ðxi;2Þ þ � � � þ P ðxi;DiÞ ¼ 1: ð1Þ
One of the properties of a probability function is marginalization:
Definition 2 (Marginalization). For Si ¼ fxi;1; xi;2; . . . ; xi;Dig and any subsets A of V,

P ðxi;1;AÞ þ P ðxi;2;AÞ þ � � � þ P ðxi;Di ;AÞ ¼ P ðAÞ: ð2Þ
This process is called marginalization. The set of variables VnA, where n is the operator for
set difference, that is eliminated after summation, such as {X} in (2), is said to be margin-
alized out variables.

Note that all the above axioms and properties apply not only to a single variable Xi, but
to any subsets of V, which can be thought as a single composite variable made up of a sub-
set of elementary variables. In this is the case, the space of the subset or the composite var-
iable is defined as the joint space of all elementary variables in the subset, that is, the
Cartesian product of the space of every elementary variable.

Definition 3 (Probabilistic domain model). A probabilistic domain model (PDM) M over
V defines the probability value of every configuration for every subset A � V.
Definition 4 (Joint probability). For a set of discrete random variables V = {X1, . . . ,Xn},
let P(V) or P(X1, . . . ,Xn) denote the joint probability distribution (JPD) function of
{X1, . . . ,Xn}. We refer to P(x1, . . . ,xn), or the joint probability value of a configuration
(x1, . . . ,xn), as a joint parameter, or simply a ‘‘joint’’. A table made up of entries of all joint
parameters for explicitly specifying a JPD is called a JPD table or joint table.

Therefore, a JPD model, represented by a JPD table over a domain, is a PDM.
There are more than a single method to specify a PDM. An intuitive method is direct

specification, where a probability value, i.e., a parameter, is assigned to every configura-
tion of the states of all domain variables.

With the JPD of a domain, the parameter for any configurations over a subset of vari-
ables can be derived by marginalization (Eq. (2)), which sums up all joint parameters that
contain the configuration wanted to be obtained. For example, consider a domain
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V = {X1,X2,X3} of three ternary variables. A parameter P(x2,1,x3,2), for instance, can be
obtained by summing up all joint parameters that contain the configuration (x2,1,x3,2):

P ðx2;1; x3;2Þ ¼ P ðx1;1; x2;1; x3;2Þ þ P ðx1;2; x2;1; x3;2Þ þ P ðx1;3; x2;1; x3;2Þ:
Definition 5 (Marginal probability). We refer to the probability function P(A) over a
proper subset A � V as marginal probability distribution (MPD) of A, and its probability
value as a marginal parameter or simply a ‘‘marginal’’ since it is obtained by
marginalization.
Definition 6 (Dependent, and independent parameters). In direct specification of a PDM, a
probability value that can be derived from other probability values by using constraint
rules on the domain, such as axioms of probability, is called a dependent, or constrained
parameter. A probability value that cannot be derived in such a manner is called an inde-
pendent or free or unconstrained parameter.
Definition 7 (Model complexity). The number of independent parameters required to fully
specify a PDM is referred to as the model complexity of the PDM, denoted as x.

The following lemma on the number of independent parameters for specifying the prob-
ability distribution of a variable (or a composite variable) is easily derived from the total
probability law in Definition 1.

Lemma 8 (Number of independent parameters in MPD). Given a variable Xi with the

cardinality of its space Di, the number of independent parameters for fully specifying the

marginal probability distribution P(Xi) is upper-bounded by

Di � 1: ð3Þ

When no information of the constraints on a general PDM is given, the PDM should be spec-
ified only by joint parameters. The required number of joint parameters is given as follows.
Lemma 9 (Number of independent parameters for a JPD model). Given a domain of n
variables with the cardinality of the space of each variable D1, . . . ,Dn, the number of

independent parameters for fully specifying the JPD model on the domain is upperbounded by

xg ¼
Yn

i¼1

Di

 !
� 1: ð4Þ
Proof. The total number of joint parameters in direct specification is
Qn

i¼1Di. However,
the number of parameters required is one less because, with n � 1 parameters, one param-
eter can be derived (it is, thus, dependent) by the total probability law in Definition 1. h
Definition 10 (Conditional independency). For any three disjoint subsets A, B, and C of V,
the sets A and B are said to be conditionally independent given C, denoted by I(A,BjC), if
the following equality holds for all values of the variables in A, B, and C:

P ðAjB;CÞ ¼ PðAjCÞ; where PðB;CÞ > 0: ð5Þ
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Definition 11 (Marginal independency). Any two disjoint subsets A and B in V are said to
be marginally independent, written I(A,BjB), if the following equality holds for all values
of the variables in A and B:

P ðAjBÞ ¼ P ðAÞ where PðBÞ > 0: ð6Þ
Remark. Marginal independency is a special case of conditional independency where
C = B in (5).
Corollary 12 (JPD of marginally independent variable). For marginally independent vari-
ables X1, . . . ,Xn,

P ðX 1; . . . ;X nÞ ¼
Yn

i¼1

PðX iÞ: ð7Þ
Definition 13 (Generally dependent). Variables in a set A are said to be generally depen-
dent if, for every proper subset B � A,

P ðBjA n BÞ 6¼ P ðBÞ: ð8Þ
Definition 14 (Collectively dependent). Variables in a set A are said to be collectively
dependent if, for each proper subset B � A, there exists no proper subset C � AnB that
satisfies

P ðBjA n BÞ ¼ P ðBjCÞ: ð9Þ

Collective dependency prevents conditional independency and modeling through any
proper subsets of variables.

Table 1 shows an example of collectively dependent variables. In this example, A con-
sists of four binary variables A = {X1,X2,X3,X4}. Their marginals are

P ðx1;0Þ ¼ 0:48; P ðx2;0Þ ¼ 0:56; Pðx3;0Þ ¼ 0:66; P ðx4;0Þ ¼ 0:54:
Table 1
Collectively dependent variables

(X1,X2,X3,X4) P(X1,X2,X3,X4) (X1,X2,X3,X4) P(X1,X2,X3,X4)

(0,0,0,0) 0.12 (1,0,0,0) 0.09
(0,0,0,1) 0.14 (1,0,0,1) 0.07
(0,0,1,0) 0.03 (1,0,1,0) 0.05
(0,0,1,1) 0.01 (1,0,1,1) 0.05
(0,1,0,0) 0.06 (1,1,0,0) 0.11
(0,1,0,1) 0.03 (1,1,0,1) 0.04
(0,1,1,0) 0.04 (1,1,1,0) 0.04
(0,1,1,1) 0.05 (1,1,1,1) 0.07
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Consider B = {X1} for a proper subset B � A for instance. Then AnB = {X2,X3,X4}.
There exists no proper subset C � AnB that satisfies P(BjAnB) = P(BjC), as shown in what
follows for a case of {x1,0,x2,0,x3,0,x4,0}:

P ðx1;0jx2;0; x3;0; x4;0Þ ¼ 0:57;

which is not the same as

P ðx1;0jx2;0; x3;0Þ ¼ 0:63; Pðx1;0jx2;0; x4;0Þ ¼ 0:52; P ðx1;0jx3;0; x4;0Þ ¼ 0:47

or

P ðx1;0jx2;0Þ ¼ 0:54; P ðx1;0jx3;0Þ ¼ 0:46; Pðx1;0jx4;0Þ ¼ 0:56:

Note that, in this example, variables in A are also generally dependent.
The following definition shows some properties of the conditional independency rela-

tion found in [13–16].

Definition 15 (Symmetry and composition of conditional independency). Let A, B, C, D be
subsets of V. The following properties of conditional independency are called symmetry
and composition, respectively:

• Symmetry:

IðA;BjCÞ () IðB;AjCÞ: ð10Þ
• Composition:

IðA;BjCÞ ^ IðA;DjCÞ ) IðA;B [ DjCÞ: ð11Þ

Composition is recognized by Pearl [14] (Eq. (3.34b)) as a necessary property of a
DAG-isomorph, and is known as a typical property of graphical models [17]. Fig. 1,
depicting Table 2, shows a domain with the composition property. The nodes represent
the variables in the table, and the edges express dependency. In this domain, both
I(H,MjC) and I(H,FjC) hold, and, hence, I(H,M [ FjC) holds.

However, the composition property does not hold for every graphical model. For
instance, PI models do not follow this property [18]. An example is given in Fig. 2 where
a complete graph represents collective dependency. For example, I(X3,X2 [ X4jX1) does
not hold while both I(X3,X2jX1) and I(X3,X4jX1) hold, because collective dependency
exists among all four variables X1, . . . ,X4.

A pseudo-independent (PI) model is a PDM where proper subsets of a set of collectively
dependent variables display marginal independency [7].
fever(F)

malaria(M)cold(C)

cough(H)

Fig. 1. The undirected graphical model on the JPD of Table 2.
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Table 2
The JPD table for the domain of Fig. 1

(C,H,F,M) P(C,H,F,M) (C,H,F,M) P(C,H,F,M)

(0,0,0,0) 0.785813 (1,0,0,0) 0.012737
(0,0,0,1) 0.000041 (1,0,0,1) 0.000002
(0,0,1,0) 0.041359 (1,0,1,0) 0.002248
(0,0,1,1) 0.000787 (1,0,1,1) 0.000014
(0,1,0,0) 0.068332 (1,1,0,0) 0.007218
(0,1,0,1) 0.000004 (1,1,0,1) 0.000009
(0,1,1,0) 0.003596 (1,1,1,0) 0.012737
(0,1,1,1) 0.000068 (1,1,1,1) 0.000077

X4X3

X1 X2

Fig. 2. The undirected graphical model on the JPD of Table 1.
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Definition 16 (Full PI model). A PDM over a set V (jVjP 3) of variables is a full PI model
if the following properties (called axioms of full PI models) hold:
(SI) Variables in every proper subset of V are marginally independent.
(SII) Variables in V are collectively dependent.

Table 1 is also an example of such PI domains. With collective dependency of the
domain, which is already shown above, any proper subsets of A are marginally indepen-
dent, e.g.,

P ðx1;1; x2;1; x3;0Þ ¼ P ðx1;1ÞP ðx2;1ÞP ðx3;0Þ ¼ 0:15:

The complexity of full PI models is given as follows:

Theorem 17 (Complexity of full PI models [10]). Let a PDM M be a full PI model over

V = {X1, . . . ,Xn}. Then the number of independent parameters of M is upper-bounded by
xf ¼
Yn

i¼1

ðDi � 1Þ þ
Xn

i¼1

ðDi � 1Þ: ð12Þ

The axiom (SI) of marginal independency is relaxed in partial PI models, as is defined
through marginally independent partition.
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Definition 18 (Marginally independent partition). Let V (jVjP 3) be a set of variables and
B = {B1, . . . ,Bm} (m P 2) be a partition of V. B is a marginally independent partition if for
every subset A = {Xi,kjXi,k 2 Bk for k = 1, . . . ,m}, variables in A are marginally
independent. Each partition block Bk in B is called a marginally independent block.

A marginally independent partition of V groups variables in V into m marginally inde-
pendent blocks. The property of marginally independent blocks is that if a subset A is
formed by taking one element from different blocks, then variables in A are always mar-
ginally independent.

In a partial PI model, it is not necessary that every proper subset is marginally indepen-
dent as is the case of a full PI model.

Definition 19 (Partial PI model). A PDM over a set V (jVjP 3) of variables is a partial PI
model on V if the following properties (called axioms of partial PI models) holds:

0
(SI) V can be partitioned into two or more marginally independent blocks.
(SII) Variables in V are collectively dependent.
The following definitions on maximum marginally independent partition is needed later
for obtaining the complexity of partial PI models:

Definition 20 (Maximum partition and minimum block). Let B = {B1, . . . ,Bm} be a
marginally independent partition of a partial PI model over V. B is a maximum
marginally independent partition if there exists no marginally independent partition B 0 of
V such that jBj < jB 0j. The blocks of a maximum marginally independent partition are
called the minimum marginally independent blocks or minimum blocks.

For visualizing the analysis of dependency relationship among parameters in a PI
model, a graphical representation of parameters called a JPD hypercube is introduced.
A JPD hypercube is a hyper-dimensional extension of a JPD table. This perspective is use-
ful when a systematic counting of joint parameters is necessary.

Definition 21 (JPD hypercube). A structural arrangement of the joint parameters in a JPD
table into a hyper-dimensional space is called a JPD hypercube or simply a hypercube. The
dimension of a hypercube is defined as the number of distinct variables in a PDM.

Consider a general PDM M over a set of n variables V = {X1, . . . ,Xn}. The JPD table of
M contains

Qn
i¼1Di entries. This number equals the number of parameters in the JPD.

Given a PDM M over {X1, . . . ,Xn}, the corresponding hypercube has n-dimensions
with axes X1, . . . ,Xn. An axis Xi consists of segments of unit length and that are labeled
by each value of Xi, e.g., xi;1; xi;2; . . . ; xi;Di . Therefore, the length of each axis Xi is Di. A cell

is a basic element of a hypercube, which has exactly
Qn

i¼1Di cells, each of which corre-
sponds to a joint parameter (or an entry in a JPD table). The cell located at
X1 = xi,j,X2 = x2,k, . . . ,Xn = xn,m is labeled by the joint parameter P(X1 = xi,j,X2 =
x2,k, . . . ,Xn = xn,m) or simply p(j,k, . . . ,m).

As an example, Fig. 5a shows a hypercube for a PDM with three variables X1, X2, and
X3, shown in Fig. 4. Variable X1 and X2 are ternary, and X3 is binary. The hypercube for
this PDM contains 18 cells, each of which represents a joint parameter. The cell labeled by
Please cite this article in press as: J. Lee, Y. Xiang, Complexity measurement of fundamental ...,
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p(2, 3,1) represents the joint parameter for the probability P(X1 = x1,2,X2 = x2,3,X3 = x3,1)
and is located in the hypercube at the point where the three planes X1 = x1,2, X2 = x2,3,
and X3 = x3,1 meet, as pointed in Fig. 5a.

3. Complexity of atomic partial PI models

The following defines atomic partial PI models:

Definition 22 (Atomic PI model). A PI model M over a set V (jVjP 3) of variables is an
atomic PI model if no collective dependency exists in any proper subsets of V.

Table 3 shows the JPD of an atomic PI model depicted in Fig. 3. In the figure, each
minimal marginally independent block is represented by a dotted circle such as
{X1,X2}, {X3}, {X4,X5}. Solid lines inside a circle depicts the marginal dependency among
the variables in a block. For example, there is a solid link between X1 and X2 since X1 and
X2 are marginally dependent. On the other hand, collective dependency other than mar-
ginal dependency is depicted by dashed lines.

As shown in the table and figure, the domain V consists of five binary variables
{X1,X2,X3,X4,X5}, and the marginals are

P ðx1;0Þ ¼ 0:6585; P ðx2;0Þ ¼ 0:4055; P ðx3;0Þ ¼ 0:3988;

P ðx4;0Þ ¼ 0:4450; P ðx5;0Þ ¼ 0:6663:

The maximum marginally independent partition consists of three minimal blocks
{{X1,X2},{X3},{X4,X5}}. For example, X2 is marginally independent of each variable
in the other blocks, e.g.,

P ðx2;0; x3;1Þ ¼ P ðx2;0ÞP ðx3;1Þ ¼ 0:1617

and

P ðx2;1; x5;0Þ ¼ P ðx2;1ÞP ðx5;0Þ ¼ 0:3961:
Table 3
An atomic partial PI model

(X1,X2,X3,X4,X5) P(X1, . . . ,X5) (X1,X2,X3,X4,X5) P(X1, . . . ,X5)

(0,0,0,0,0) 0.03694 (1,0,0,0,0) 0.02957
(0,0,0,0,1) 0.02171 (1,0,0,0,1) 0.02029
(0,0,0,1,0) 0.05086 (1,0,0,1,0) 0.04507
(0,0,0,1,1) 0.02228 (1,0,0,1,1) 0.01710
(0,0,1,0,0) 0.02286 (1,0,1,0,0) 0.02127
(0,0,1,0,1) 0.01605 (1,0,1,0,1) 0.01181
(0,0,1,1,0) 0.03539 (1,0,1,1,0) 0.02825
(0,0,1,1,1) 0.01313 (1,0,1,1,1) 0.01300
(0,1,0,0,0) 0.07105 (1,1,0,0,0) 0.02644
(0,1,0,0,1) 0.04647 (1,1,0,0,1) 0.01507
(0,1,0,1,0) 0.10489 (1,1,0,1,0) 0.03571
(0,1,0,1,1) 0.04166 (1,1,0,1,1) 0.01606
(0,1,1,0,0) 0.04879 (1,1,1,0,0) 0.01589
(0,1,1,0,1) 0.02918 (1,1,1,0,1) 0.01165
(0,1,1,1,0) 0.06794 (1,1,1,1,0) 0.02534
(0,1,1,1,1) 0.02929 (1,1,1,1,1) 0.00900
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Fig. 3. A non-atomic partial PI model of the JPD shown in Table 3.
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On the other hand, the variables in the same blocks are marginally dependent, e.g.,
P(x1,1,x2,1) = 0.1552 which is different from P(x1,1)P(x2,1) = 0.2030, and P(x4,0,x5,1) =
0.1722 which is different from P(x4,0)P(x5,1) = 0.1485. All five variables are collectively
dependent: For example,

P ðx3;0jx1;1x2;0; x4;0; x5;1Þ ¼ 0:6321;

however,

Pðx3;0jx2;0; x4;0; x5;1Þ ¼ 0:6012; P ðx3;0jx1;1; x4;0; x5;1Þ ¼ 0:6012;

Pðx3;0jx1;1; x2;0; x5;1Þ ¼ 0:6012; P ðx3;0jx1;1; x2;0; x4;0Þ ¼ 0:6012:

Similarly,

P ðx1;1jx2;0; x3;1; x4;1; x5;1Þ ¼ 0:4974;

however,

Pðx1;1jx3;1; x4;1; x5;1Þ ¼ 0:3415; P ðx1;1jx2;0; x4;1; x5;1Þ ¼ 0:4595;

Pðx1;1jx2;0; x3;1; x5;1Þ ¼ 0:4595; P ðx1;1jx2;0; x3;1; x4;1Þ ¼ 0:4595:

Because of the dependency within each block, the complexity of partial PI models is higher
than full PI models, but lower than general PDMs with variables of the same space car-
dinalities, as we will see later.

The following lemma states that in a PDM that satisfies composition (Eq. (11)), if every
pair of variables between two subsets are marginally independent, then the two subsets are
marginally independent.

Lemma 23 (Marginal independency of subsets). Let M be a PDM over V where composition

holds in every subset. Let Ba = {Y1, . . . ,Ys} and Bb = {Z1, . . . ,Zt} denote any two disjoint

non-empty subsets of variables in V. If I(Yi,ZjjB) holds for every pair (Yi,Zj), then

IðBa;Bbj£Þ: ð13Þ
Proof. We prove that I(Yi,ZjjB) for every (Yi,Zj) implies I(Yi,BbjB) and that I(Yi,BbjB)
for every Yi implies I(Ba,BbjB).

Applying composition recursively from I(Yi,Z1jB) to I(Yi,ZtjB) gives I(Yi,Z1 [ � � � [
ZtjB) or I(Yi,BbjB). By symmetry (Eq. (10)), I(Yi,BbjB) is equivalent to I(Bb,YijB). In the
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same manner, by applying composition recursively from I(Bb,Y1jB) to I(Bb,YsjB) gives
I(Bb,Y1 [ � � � [ Ys) or I(Bb,BajB). By symmetry this is equivalent to I(Ba,BbjB). h

Lemma 23 assumes that the PDM satisfies composition. Composition implies no collec-
tive dependency in the PDM as follows:

Lemma 24 (Composition implies no collective dependency). Let M be a PDM over V that

satisfies composition. Then no collective dependency exists in V.
Proof. This lemma directly follows from the definition of composition (Eq. (11)). h

The following Lemmas 25 and 26 are required for proving Lemma 27 on marginal inde-
pendency of blocks. The two lemmas state that the marginal independency of partition is
preserved after removing a proper subset of variables from the partition blocks and after
merging the blocks. h

Lemma 25 (Marginal independency of any subpartitions). Let a PDM M be a partial PI

model over V = {X1, . . . ,Xn} (n P 3) with a marginally independent partition B = {B1, . . . ,
Bm} (m P 2). Consider a new partition B0 ¼ fB01; . . . ;B0mg over V 0 (V

0 � V) which is defined by

removing a proper subset of variables from one or more partition blocks such that B0i � Bi for

every B0i (i = 1, . . . ,m). Then, B 0 is also a marginally independent partition called a subpartition.
Proof. By the above assumption, B0k � Bk (k = 1, . . . ,m). Consider every subset
A0 ¼ fY i;kjY i;k 2 B0k for k = 1, . . . ,m}. Then for each A 0 it is clear that Yi,k 2 Bk holds for
k = 1, . . . ,m. Therefore, by the definition of marginally independent partition (Definition
18), B 0 is also a marginally independent partition. h
Lemma 26 (Marginal independency after merging). Let a PDM M be a partial PI model

over V = {X1, . . . ,Xn} (n P 3) with a marginally independent partition B = {B1, . . . ,Bm}
(m P 2). Consider a new partition bB ¼ fbB1; . . . ; bBrg ðr < mÞ over V which is defined by

merging one or more blocks in B. Then, bB is also a marginally independent partition.
Proof. Consider every subset A = {Xi,kjXi,k 2 Bk for k = 1, . . . ,m}. For every A, a set bA
can be always found such that bA ¼ fY i;qjY i;q 2 bBq for q = 1, . . . , r} and A � bA. The reason
is, for every Bk (k = 1, . . . ,m), a block bBj in bB can be always found that satisfies Bk � bBj.
From the definition of marginally independent partition (Definition 18), every variable in
A is marginally independent. Therefore, every variable in bA is also marginally independent
and, thus, bB is also a marginally independent partition. h

The following lemma states that in an atomic partial PI model, removing one variable
from V makes any two blocks in V marginally independent.

Lemma 27 (Marginal independency between two independent blocks). Let a PDM M be

an atomic partial PI model over V = {X1, . . . ,Xn} (n P 3), where composition holds in every

proper subset. Let a marginally independent partition be denoted by B = {B1, . . . ,Bm}. When

m > 2, for any two distinct blocks Br and Bq in B,
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IðBr;Bqj£Þ: ð14aÞ
When m = 2, that is B = {B1,B2}, for any Xi 2 B1 or any Xj 2 B2,

IðB1 n fX ig;B2j£Þ and IðB1;B2 n fX jgj£Þ: ð14bÞ
Proof. Statement (14a) and (14b) hold due to Lemma 23 and the fact that in a proper sub-
set of an atomic PI domain, composition holds and collective dependency does not. h

Consider the domain in Table 3. The maximum marginally independent partition con-
sists of three minimal blocks B1 = {X1,X2}, B2 = {X3}, and B3 = {X4,X5}. The number
m = 3 which is greater than 2, and therefore by Eq. (14a), I(B1,B2jB), I(B1,B3jB), and
I(B2,B3jB) hold. This is demonstrated as follows: First, from I(B1,B2jB), there should
be P(B1,B2) = P(B1)P(B2). From Table 3, we have P(x1,0,x2,1,x3,0) = P(x1,0,x2,1)P(x3,0) =
0.2641. Next, from I(B1,B3jB), there should be P(B1,B3) = P(B1)P(B3). Numerically, we
have P(x1,0,x2,1,x4,1,x5,0) = P(x1,0,x2,1)P(x4,1,x5,0) = 0.1728. Finally, from I(B2,B3jB),
we should have P(B2,B3) = P(B2)P(B3), which is verified by P(x3,1,x4,1,x5,0) =
P(x3,1)P(x4,1,x5,0) = 0.1569.

As shown in the parameterization of full PI models [10], a sum of joint probabilities can
be represented by a product of marginal probabilities. While the size of the joint space
grows exponentially on the number of variables, the total size of marginal spaces grows
only linearly. This results in the lesser complexity of a full PI model compared with a gen-
eral PDM. A similar joint–marginal relationship holds for partial PI models. However, the
marginal probability is from each partition block, not from each variable as is the case
with full PI models. This is shown in the following lemma:

Lemma 28 (Joint–marginal equality of atomic PI models). Let a PDM M be an atomic
partial PI model over V = {X1, . . . ,Xn} (n P 3), where composition holds in every proper

subset. Let a marginally independent partition be denoted by B = {B1, . . . ,Bm} (m P 2). For

an arbitrary Xi, let B0 ¼ fB01; . . . ;B0mg denote a subpartition of B made by removing an Xi

from B so that every B0i is the same as Bi except the block from which Xi was removed. Then,

XDi

k¼1

P ðX 1; . . . ; xi;k; . . . ;X nÞ ¼ P ðB01Þ � � � P ðB0mÞ: ð15Þ
Proof. The summation
PDi

k¼1P ðX 1; . . . ; xi;k; . . . ;X nÞ at the left represents marginalization
on a variable Xi. This is equal to P(X1, . . . ,Xi�1,Xi+1, . . . ,Xn) or in partitional notation
PðB01; . . . ;B0mÞ.

The proof by induction is as follows:
• Base case where m = 2: We need to show P ðB01;B02Þ ¼ P ðB01ÞP ðB02Þ. This is equivalent to
IðB01;B02j£Þ, which is obvious by Lemma 27.

• Induction hypothesis: Assume the following holds for m = k:

P ðB01; . . . ;B0kÞ ¼ P ðB01Þ � � � P ðB0kÞ: ð16Þ
• Induction step: We need to show the following holds for m = k + 1:

P ðB01; . . . ;B0kþ1Þ ¼ PðB01Þ � � � P ðB0kþ1Þ:
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Merging fB01; . . . ;B0kg into one block and applying Lemmas 25–27 give

P ðB01; . . . ;B0k;B
0
kþ1Þ ¼ P ðB01; . . . ;B0kÞP ðB0kþ1Þ:

By the induction hypothesis (Eq. 16),

P ðB01; . . . ;B0kÞP ðB0kþ1Þ ¼ P ðB01Þ � � � P ðB0kÞP ðB0kþ1Þ:
Therefore, by mathematical induction from m = 2,k and k + 1, Eq. (15) must hold for
any m. h

Lemma 28 can be verified with the domain in Table 3 whose maximum marginally inde-
pendent partition consists of three minimal blocks B1 = {X1,X2}, B2 = {X3}, and
B3 = {X4,X5}. Suppose X5 is removed from the domain. Then by Eq. (15), there should be

P ðX 1;X 2;X 3;X 4Þ ¼ PðB01ÞP ðB02ÞP ðB03Þ ¼ P ðX 1;X 2ÞP ðX 3ÞP ðX 4Þ;
which is verified by

P ðx1;0; x2;1; x3;0; x4;1Þ ¼ P ðx1;0; x2;1ÞPðx3;0ÞP ðx4;1Þ ¼ 0:1466:

Corollary 29, which directly follows from Lemma 28, shows the relation between joint
parameters and marginal parameters, by which joint parameters can be derived from other
marginal and joint parameters.

Corollary 29 (Atomic PI joint constraint). Let a PDM M be an atomic partial PI model

over V = {X1, . . . ,Xn} (n P 3), where composition holds in every proper subset. Let a

marginally independent partition be denoted by B = {B1, . . . ,Bm} (m P 2). For an arbitrary

Xi, let B0 ¼ fB01; . . . ;B0mg denote a subpartition of B made by removing an Xi from B so that

every B0i is the same as Bi except the block from which Xi was removed. Then,

P ðX 1; . . . ; xi;r; . . . ;X nÞ ¼ P ðB01Þ � � � P ðB0mÞ �
XDi

k¼1;k 6¼r

PðX 1; . . . ; xi;k; . . . ;X nÞ: ð17Þ

We are to derive the number of independent parameters for specifying a PDM by using the
constraint (Corollary 29) on atomic partial PI domains. First, we determine the number of
independent marginal parameters, denoted as xm, that are required for specifying all
P ðB01Þ; . . . ; PðB0mÞ terms in Corollary 29. Next, we determine the number of joint parame-
ters that cannot be derived from the xm marginal parameters and other joint parameters.
Using a hypercube representation, this amounts to counting the number of cells that can-
not be derived from others since a cell in a hypercube corresponds to a joint parameter in
the JPD. The procedure is as follows:

(1) Check cells one by one to see whether it can be derived from the xm marginal param-
eters and other cells by applying Corollary 29.

(2) Since we are determining the number of underivable cells, as soon as a cell is deter-
mined to be derivable, it is eliminated from the hypercube and from further
consideration.

Repeat this procedure until no more cells can be eliminated further. The remaining cells
and the xm marginal parameters constitute independent parameters of the partial PI model.

For example, consider the partial PI model in Fig. 4, which corresponds to the hyper-
cube in Fig. 5a. The PDM consists of three variables {X1,X2,X3}; X1, X2 are ternary, and
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Fig. 5. Eliminating derivable cells from a JPD hypercube. (a) The original hypercube (3 · 3 · 2). (b) The
hypercube after eliminating X1 = x1,3.
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X3 is binary. The marginally independent partition B = {B1,B2} or {{X1},{X2,X3}}. For
this PDM, xm = (3 � 1) + (3 · 2 � 1) = 7. For example, to specify P(X1) for B1, two mar-
ginals are required such as

P ðx1;1Þ; P ðx1;2Þ;

and to specify P(X2,X3) for B2, five parameters are required such as

P ðx2;1; x3;1Þ; P ðx2;2; x3;1Þ; Pðx2;3; x3;1Þ; P ðx2;1; x3;2Þ; P ðx2;2; x3;2Þ: ð18Þ

We assume that the seven marginal parameters have been specified, and thus the other two
marginal parameters P(x1,3) and P(x2,3,x3,2) can be derived by the total probability law
(Eq. (1)). Then, by marginalization, the following six marginal parameters can also be
derived from the five parameters in (18) plus P(x2,3,x3,2):

P ðx2;1Þ; P ðx2;2Þ; P ðx2;3Þ; P ðx3;1Þ; Pðx3;2Þ; P ðx3;3Þ:

We refer to the set of cells with the identical value Xi = xi,j as the hyperplane at Xi = xi,j in
the hypercube. For example, the hyperplane at X1 = x1,3 in Fig. 5a refer to the following
six cells, where we use p(i, j,k) as an abbreviation for P(X1,i,X2,j,X3,k):

pð3; 1; 1Þ; pð3; 2; 1Þ; pð3; 3; 1Þ; pð3; 1; 2Þ; pð3; 2; 2Þ; pð3; 3; 2Þ:

By Corollary 29, we have

pð3; 1; 1Þ ¼ P ðx2;1; x3;1Þ � ðpð1; 1; 1Þ þ pð2; 1; 1ÞÞ:
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That is, the cell at the front-lower-left corner can be derived by the two cells behind it and
the marginal parameters. All other cells on the hyperplane at X1 = x1,3 can be similarly
derived. Therefore, these six cells can be eliminated from further consideration. The
remaining 12 cells are shown in Fig. 5b.

Using the same idea, four of the remaining cells at X2 = x2,3 can be derived, and there-
fore eliminated from further consideration. The remaining eight cells are shown in Fig. 6a.
Again, four of the remaining cells at X3 = x3,2 can be derived. After eliminating them, only
four cells are left, as shown in Fig. 6b:

pð1; 1; 1Þ; pð2; 1; 2Þ; pð1; 2; 1Þ; pð2; 2; 1Þ:
Since no more cells can be further eliminated, the number of independent parameters
needed to specify the partial PI model is 11, with seven marginal parameters and four joint
parameters. Note that it would take 17 parameters to specify the JPD of a general PDM
over three variables of the same space cardinalities.

The following lemma says that the maximum partition is unique.

Lemma 30 (Unique maximum partition). Every partial PI model has a unique maximum

marginally independent partition.
Proof. Suppose the maximum marginally independent partition for a partial PI model M
is not unique. Let B and B 0 denote the two different maximum partitions. Then there must
be two variables Xi and Xj that are in the same block Bk in B but in different blocks in B 0.
Because Xi and Xj are in different partition blocks in B 0, I(Xi,XjjB) must hold. This means
the partition block Bk in B can be further partitioned into at least two marginally indepen-
dent partitions: one that contains Xi, and the other that contains Xj. This contradicts the
assumption that B and B 0 are maximum marginally independent partition. Therefore,
Lemma 30 must be true. h

The following is necessary for proving Lemma 34.

Lemma 31 (Variables in minimal blocks are marginally dependent). Let a partial PI model

M over a set V have the maximum marginally independent partition B = {B1, . . . ,Bm}. Then

the variables in any minimal blocks B1, . . . ,Bm are marginally dependent themselves.
x1,1

x1,2

x2,2x2,1

x3,1

x3,2

X3

X1

X2

x2,2x2,1

x3,1

X3

X1

2X

x1,2

x1,1

Fig. 6. Eliminating derivable cells from a JPD hypercube. (a) The hypercube after eliminating X2 = x2,3. (b) The
hypercube after eliminating X3 = x3,2.
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Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose a pair of variables X and Y in Bi (i = 1, . . . ,m)
are marginally independent. Then Bi can be split into two marginally independent blocks:
one containing X and the other containing Y. This contradicts the original assumption
that Bi is a minimal block. Therefore, Lemma 31 is true. h

The following states that elements in a minimal block cannot be split into two or more
distinct marginally independent blocks of a partition:

Lemma 32 (Variables from distinct minimal blocks cannot form a marginally independent
block). Let a partial PI model M over a set V have the maximum marginally independent
partition B = {B1, . . . ,Bm}. Let C be a subset of V such that there exists Ba 2 B

where Ba \ C 5 B and Ba X C. Then C cannot be a block of any marginally independent

partition.
Proof. We prove by contradiction. Suppose that C is a block bB1 of a marginally indepen-
dent partition bB ¼ fbB1; . . . ; bBqg over V. Then by the definition of marginally independent
partition (Definition 18), for every subset A ¼ fX i;k j X i;k 2 bBk for k ¼ 1; . . . ; qg, variables
in A should be marginally independent. Consider A which includes the following two mar-
ginally independent elements: one element X from bB1 \ Ba and another element Y from
Ba n bB1, since X 2 bB1 and Y 2 bBj where bBj 2 fbB2; . . . ; bBqg. However, since X,Y 2 Ba,
the two elements X and Y are marginally dependent due to Lemma 31, which is a
contradiction. h

The following lemma that directly follows from Lemma 32 is needed to prove Lemma 34.

Lemma 33 (Every non-minimal block consists of minimal blocks). Let a partial PI model

M over a set V have the maximum marginally independent partition B = {B1, . . . ,Bm}
(m P 2). Let bB ¼ fbB1; . . . ; bBrg ðr < mÞ denote a partition that is not the maximum partition.

Then at least one block of bB consists two or more minimal blocks.

The following states that the number of independent marginal parameters required for
specifying the joint space of each block of a partition is the minimum when the partition is
the maximum partition:

Lemma 34 (The smallest number of independent marginals if partition is the max-
imum). Let a PDM M be a partial PI model over V = {X1, . . . ,Xn} (n P 3) with a
marginally independent partition B = {B1, . . . ,Bm} (m P 2). Let xm denote the total number

of marginal parameters required for specifying the joint space of each block B1, . . . ,Bm of B.

Then xm is the minimum when B is the maximum partition.
Proof. Let B = {B1, . . . ,Bm} (m P 2) denote the maximum marginally independent parti-
tion. Let bB ¼ fbB1; . . . ; bBrg ðr < mÞ denote a partition that is not the maximum partition.
Then due to Lemma 33, at least one block bBi consists of two or more minimal blocks. Let
the minimal blocks that bBi includes be notated with the block index in the superscript ofbBi. For example if bBi include minimal blocks B2,B4,B6, then it is notated as bBð2;4;6Þi . Let k

denote the number of minimal blocks that bBi includes. Then the proof by induction from
k = 2 to k = m is as follows:
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• Base case where k = 2: Let the two minimal blocks be denoted by B1 and B2, and the
cardinality of the joint space of each block B1, B2, and bBð1;2Þi be denoted by DB1

, DB2
, and

DbBð1;2Þi

, respectively. The number of marginal parameters for specifying the joint space of

each block B1, B2, and bBð1;2Þi can be represented by DB1
� 1, DB2

� 1, and DbBð1;2Þi

� 1,
respectively. ðDbBð1;2Þi

� 1Þ is always greater than ðDB1
� 1Þ þ ðDB2

� 1Þ because

ðDbBð1;2Þi

� 1Þ � ½ðDB1
� 1Þ þ ðDB2

� 1Þ� ¼ ðDB1
� DB2

� 1Þ � ½ðDB1
� 1Þ þ ðDB2

� 1Þ�

¼ ðDB1
� 1ÞðDB2

� 1Þ;
which is greater than zero since ðDB1

� 1Þ > 0 and ðDB2
� 1Þ > 0.

• Induction hypothesis: Assume the following holds for k = q.

ðDbBð1;...;qÞi

� 1Þ � ½ðDB1
� 1Þ þ � � � þ ðDBq � 1Þ� > 0:

• Induction step: We need to show the following holds for k = q + 1:

ðDbBð1;...;qþ1Þ
i

� 1Þ � ½ðDB1
� 1Þ þ � � � þ ðDBqþ1

� 1Þ� > 0:

Since DbBð1;...;qþ1Þ
i

¼ DbBð1;...;qÞi

� DBqþ1
, the right-hand side of the above can be written as

ðDbBð1;...;qÞi

� DBqþ1
� 1Þ � ½ðDB1

� 1Þ þ � � � þ ðDBqþ1
� 1Þ�

¼ DBqþ1
ðDbBð1;...;qÞi

� 1Þ � ½ðDB1
� 1Þ þ � � � þ ðDBq � 1Þ�:

Since DBqþ1
> 1 and from the induction hypothesis, this is greater than zero.

This implies that if a partition contains at least one block that is other than a minimal
block (in other words, the partition is not the maximum partition), then the number of
independent marginal parameters required for specifying the joint space of each block of
the partition is greater than the case of the maximum partition. h

Now we present the general result on the number of independent parameters of atomic
partial PI models.

Theorem 35 (Complexity of atomic partial PI models). Let a PDM M be an atomic partial

PI model over V = {X1, . . . ,Xn} (n P 3), where composition holds in every proper subset. Let

D1, . . . ,Dn denote the cardinality of the space of each variable. Let the maximum marginally

independent partition of V be denoted by B = {B1, . . . ,Bm} (m P 2), and the cardinality of
the space of each minimal block B1, . . . ,Bm be denoted by DðB1Þ; . . . ;DðBmÞ, respectively. Then,

the number xap of parameters required for specifying the JPD of M is upper-bounded by

xap ¼
Yn

i¼1

ðDi � 1Þ þ
Xm

j¼1

ðDðBjÞ � 1Þ: ð19Þ
Proof. Before proving the theorem, we explain the result briefly. The first term on the right
is the cardinality of the joint space of a general PDM over the set of variables except the
space of each variable is reduced by one. This term is the same as the one in the model com-
plexity formula for the full PI model (Eq. (17)). The second term is the number of marginal
parameters for specifying the joint space of each minimal partition block. This number is the
smallest number required for specifying the marginals of blocks as shown in Lemma 34.
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What we need to show is how to derive all joint parameters with
Pm

j¼1ðDðBjÞ � 1Þ
marginals plus

Qn
i¼1ðDi � 1Þ joints. First,

Pm
j¼1ðDðBjÞ � 1Þ marginal parameters are

required for specifying all P ðB01Þ; . . . ; P ðB0mÞ terms in Corollary 29. We construct a JPD
hypercube for M to apply Eq. (17) among groups of cells. Applying Corollary 29 and
using the similar argument for the example in Fig. 4, we can eliminate hyperplanes at
X 1 ¼ x1;D1

;X 2 ¼ x2;D2
; . . . ;X n ¼ xn;Dn in that order such that for each Xi, all cells on the

hyperplanes at X i ¼ xi;Di can be derived from cells outside the hyperplane and the marginal
parameters. The remaining cells form a hypercube whose length along the Xi axis is Di � 1
(i = 1,2, . . . ,n). Therefore, the total number of cells in this hypercube is

Qn
i¼1ðDi � 1Þ. h

The following shows how to use Theorem 35 to compute complexity of an atomic par-
tial PI model.

Example 36 (Computing model complexity). Consider the partial PI model in Fig. 7. The
domain consists of six variables from X1 to X6, and X1,X2,X3 are ternary; X4,X5 are
binary; and X6 is 5-nary. The domain has a marginally independent partition {B1,B2,B3}
or {{X1,X3},{X2,X4,X5}, {X6}}.

The number of marginal parameters for all partition blocks is 23, given by
(3 Æ 3 � 1) + (3 Æ 2 Æ 2 � 1) + (5 � 1). The number of independent joint parameters is 32,
given by (2 � 1)2(3 � 1)3(5 � 1). Therefore, the total number of parameters for specifying
the domain in this example is 23 + 32 = 55. Compare this number with the number of
parameters for specifying a general PDM over the same set of variables by using the total
probability law, giving 22 Æ 33 Æ 5 � 1 = 539. This shows that the complexity of a partial PI
model is significantly less than that of a general PDM.

Note that Theorem 35 holds also for full PI models since a full PI model is a special case
of partial PI models. The proof of this is done by substituting DðBjÞ in Eq. (19) with Di

(every partition block of full PI models is a singleton), yielding Eq. (12).

4. Conclusion

In this work, we present the complexity formula for atomic partial PI models, the build-
ing blocks of non-atomic PI models. We employ the hypercube method for analyzing the
complexity of PI models. The following is the discovered equation for the complexity of
atomic partial PI models:

xap ¼
Yn

i¼1

ðDi � 1Þ þ
Xm

j¼1

ðDðBjÞ � 1Þ; ðEq: ð19Þ of Theorem 35Þ
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Note that the term
Qn

i¼1ðDi � 1Þ that corresponds to the number of independent joint
parameters is the same as that in the full PI model formula (Eq. (17)). This product term
expresses the cardinality of the joint space of every variable but its dimension reduced by
one. On the other hand, the other term

Pm
j¼1ðDðBjÞ � 1Þ is different from

Pn
i¼1ðDi � 1Þ in

Eq. (12). Both summation terms represent the number of marginal parameters for either
each variable Xi (in the case of Eq. (12)) or each block Bj (in the case of Eq. (19)) that
are needed to be specified. The product term

Q
ðDi � 1Þ represent the number of parame-

ters associated with the collective dependency, while the summation terms
P
ðDi � 1Þ andP

ðDðBjÞ � 1Þ represent the number of parameters related to the marginal independency. It
is clear why the product terms are the same for both full and atomic partial PI formula.
This is because the collective dependency is the property that is involved only with the col-
lection of all variables and, therefore, the collective dependency does not see the types of
PI model. On the other hand, the second terms differ since in a full PI model, marginal
independency holds for any pair of variables while in an atomic partial PI model, the inde-
pendency holds for blocks.

Note that this PI model complexity denotes the upperbound of the number of indepen-
dent parameters. This implies that the minimum number of parameters required for spec-
ifying a specific PI model can differ from model to model depending on the domain-specific
knowledge available, because the knowledge may impose constraints that are special to
that domain and that make the number of required parameters further reduced. For exam-
ple, if the distribution of a (sub)domain is known to be uniform, then the number of inde-
pendent parameters of the (sub)domain should be much smaller than the case without this
domain knowledge.

The study on the complexity of PI models leads to a new generation of an algorithm
equipped with a better scoring metric applicable to learning PI models. This means, from
the perspective of using a learned model, the model allows faster inference, more accurate
results, and requires less space to represent and to store parameters during inference, as
well as provides more expressive power with a compact form. Future studies will focus
on revealing the practical importance of the theory of learning PI models beyond its the-
oretical significance as a necessary component of the theory of learning probabilistic net-
works and its special importance on learning domains of critical areas.
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